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ABSTRACT 
We prove a version of the Erdiis-Kac Theorem for sets described by congruence properties of sys- 
tems of q-additive functions. In our proof we use recent results on the joint distribution of systems 
of c/-additive functions, a version of the model of Kubilius as well as exponential sum methods. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1939 and 1940 P. Erdiis and M. Kac [6, 71 established an important central 
limit theorem for additive functions. In particular, they proved the following 
result. Letf’(n) be a real-valued additive function satisfying ],f( p)] 2 1 for each 
prime p. Then 
if B(N) -+ x for N --7‘ 3cj. Here 
where the sums are extended over all primes less than or equal to N. An im- 
portant special case is,f(n) = w(n), the number of distinct prime divisors of n. 
This theorem has been generalized to larger classes of functions by Kubilius 
and Shapiro (cf. Elliott [5, Chapter 121). Other extensions can be established by 
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restricting the set {n 1 PI < N}, over which the additive function f(n) is studied. 
In the present paper we restrict this set by certain conditions depending on the 
q-adic digits of n. 
Let q > 2 be fixed. It is well known, that each II E N has a unique rep- 
resentation of the form n = C;=, UjqJ with ui E (0, 1.. . ~ q - 1) (0 Q < L) 
and UL # 0. The q-adic sum of digits of n is then given by uy(n) := CF=, cl1 The 
first version of the Erdos-Kac Theorem we want to state gives a central limit 
theorem for W(H), where n is restricted by certain congruence properties of 
~(,(n). In particular, let 
S,,,,(N) := {n < N Ivy(n) - Y mod m}. 
Then 
where @p(x) denotes the normal law. This theorem was shown by Mauduit and 
Sarkozy [ll]. In order to prove this result they used a version of the model of 
Kubilius and a result on the distribution of v,,(n) in residue classes due to 
Gelfond [9]. Other versions of the Erdiis-Kac Theorem were given by Mauduit 
and Sarkozy [ 121 and Thuswaldner [ 141. 
In the present paper we establish a central limit theorem for w(n), where the 
set of numbers n is restricted by a system of 4 q;-additive functions (1 < i I li). 
In the proof we will again use a version of the model of Kubilius. Furthermore, 
we need a result due to Kim [lo] on the equidistribution in residue classes of 
sets characterized by systems of q;-additive functions. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a short outline of the 
results of Kim, which we will need in the proof of our result. Section 3 is de- 
voted to the model of Kubilius. As it was observed by Zhang [15], many ex- 
positions on the model of Kubilius contain a certain lacuna. In Section 3 we 
show, how this lacuna can be mended. Section 4 contains the statement and 
proof of our result. 
2. SOME RESULTS ON q-ADDITIVE FUNCTIONS 
In this section we state certain results due to Kim [lo] which we will need in 
the proof of our main result. First of all we recall, that a function g is called 
q-additive, ifg(0) = 0 and g(aqk + h) = g(u) + g(h) for all integers u > 1, k > 1, 
and 0 5 h < qk. The most important q-additive function is the q-adic sum of 
digits function vy(n). It has been studied by many authors, starting with 
Gelfond [9] and Delange [3]. At the end of his paper, Gelfond [9] stated several 
conjectures concerning the distribution of the sum of digits function. One of 
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these conjectures concerns the joint distribution of sum of digits functions with 
different bases. Namely, he conjectures, that 
l{n<N(~~,(n)=b~ modml,v,z(n)-bz modm2}\= &+ Q(NX) 
for a certain X < 1. The first step towards the solution of this problem was done 
by Besineau [2], who showed, that the main term in Gelfond’s conjecture is 
true. Recently, Kim [lo] solved the problem completely in a much more general 
context. In the following we will give an outline of his results. 
Let q := (41,. . . ,qe) and m := ( ml,. , mp) be tuples of integers satisfying 
qj, mj > 2 and (qi, qj) = 1 for i # j. For each j E { 1, . . . , t} letfj be a qj-additive 
function with integer values and let f := (f,, . ,fp). Furthermore, let 
F:=(F,,... ,F~)andd:=(dl,...,d~)bedefinedbyFj:=f,(l)and 
dj I= gcd(mj, (qj - l)Fj,fj(r) - ‘4 (2 < r 5 qj - 1)). 
We adopt the notation that f(n) G b mod m means fi(n) E bj mod mj for each j. 
We call a tuple b of integers admissible with respect o q, m and f, if the system 
of congruences 
Fn E b modd 
has a solution. The set of admissible b’s can easily be characterized in terms of 
congruence properties (cf. [lo, Lemma 81). 
After these preparations we can state Kim’s main result: 
Proposition 2.1 (cf. Kim [lo, Theorem]). Thefollowingasymptoticformula holds 
for N --+CO: 
I{n < Nlf(n) -b 
ifb is admissible 
otherwise 
where X = 1 - 1/(120e2(maxqj)3(maxmj)2) and 
A := I{bJO 2 bj < mj, b admissible}I. 
The implied constant depends only on 4 and q. 
In the proof of this result, Kim used exponential sum methods. In particular, 
he proved the following estimate. 
Lemma 2.1 (cf. Kim [lo, Proposition 21). Let b = (hl, . . , he) be a tuple of in- 
tegers such that mi ,Jdjhj holds for at least one index 1 5 j 5 e. Then, using the 
notation e(x) := exp(2rix), we havefor allpositive integers N, 
g@$m) -K NX 
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with x = 1 - 1/(120@( maxqj)3(maxmj)2). Again, the implied constant depends 
only on e and q. 
We will need a slightly different version of Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 2.2. Let m E N and let h = (hl , , hc, h) be a tuple of integers such that 
m ]h holds. Assume that dj = 1 for 1 < j 5 e. Then, we havefor allpositive integers 
N, 
NX if m, Jh, for some index 1 5 j 5 e 
<< > 
min(N, m) otherwise 
with X = 1 - l/( 1 20C2(max qj)s(max mi)2). Again, the implied constunt depends 
only on .!2 and q. 
Proof. If m; j’hj for some index 1 5 j < e, the proof is very similar to the proof 
of Lemma 2.1 (cf. Kim [lo, proof of Proposition 21) and we omit it. In the con- 
trary case the sum in the statement of the lemma reduces to C e(hn/m) and the 
result follows. U 
3. ON THE MODEL OF KUBILIUS 
As mentioned above, many expositions of the model of Kubilius contain a 
certain lacuna. This was observed, for instance, in Zhang [15] and 
Thuswaldner [14]. In this section we will give a brief outline of the general 
model of Kubilius presented in Elliott [4, pp. 129-1331 in order to show, how 
this lacuna can be mended. 
Let ui, . . . , UN be positive integers, possibly with repetitions, and assume that 
the representation 
N 
(3.1) c 1 = q(d)J’+ R(d) 
I/ = I
t,,, + 0 ,mod d 
holds for each d 1 Q with a certain multiplicative function 0 < q(p) 
p1 I ... 5 ps < r be prime numbers and set Q = flpj. Furthermore, 
prime define the sets 
E(p) := {a, 112 = 1,. . . !N,a, =O modp} and 
E(p) := {a,ln = l,.. .,N, a, $0 modp}, 
and for k 1 Q let 
Ek = n-W nE(P). 
/4k PIf 
Let A be the algebra generated 
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by the sets &, and define the measure 
< 1. Let 
for each 
VEk = IEk(/N such that A becomes a probability space. Applying Selberg’s 
sieve in the version presented in Elliott [4, Lemma 2.11 we obtain 
v& = (1 + 2&H)n(k) n( 1 - n(p)) + 2&X-’ 1 3”(d)IR(lcm(k, d))l 
PIP </I$ d<:’ 
with a certain constant H and lOi 1, (021 2 1, where z can be selected subject to 
certain conditions. The clue of the model of Kubilius comes from comparing 
the measure v with the much easier set function 
Pk = p(Ek) := dk) n(l - q(P)), 
PIP 
Unfortunately, in general p is not a measure, because it may happen, that p 
assigns positive values to empty sets. Since this fact was not observed in many 
expositions and applications of the model of Kubilius, we want to discuss 
briefly the influence of this fact to the results of the model. First we want to 
examine, for which divisors k of Q it can happen, that Ek = 0. 
Lemma 3.1. Using the same notations as above, assume that z << N” and 
R(k) < N” for k 5 N3” such that A’ + 76 < 1. Then Ek # 8 for Xv(k) 2 NAti’” 
and N large enough. 
The proof of this lemma is similar to [14, Lemma 2.21. The fact, that Ek can be 
the empty set, has to be taken into account also in the estimate for the difference 
of v and ~1. In particular, we get the following result: 
Lemma 3.2. With the above notations let 
s := c v(p) 
r,g 1 - 77(P) 
l%P! 
and suppose that r > 2 and max(log r, S) < $ log z hold. Furthermore, assume that 
Ek # 0 for k < zB for some p > 0 and dejine the strongly additive function 
g(n) = Cl(p), 
A,I 
Plc, 
where I(p) is an arbitrary real-valued arithmetic function. Dejine further the in- 
dependent random variables W,, for each prime divisor p of Q by 
w, = l(p) with probability q(p) 
0 with probability 1 - q(p) 
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Then 
do not differ by more thun 
0 exp 
( ( 
,logz -p - 
logz 
log r log s ( )>> 
+ 0 
( 
X-’ C 4W(m)lR(m)l , 
n, < rJ 
4Q 1 
where p’ = min($ , /3). This holds uniformly for all sets F. 
For a proof of this lemma we refer to 114, Lemma 2.31. 
Comparing Lemma 3.2 with [4, Lemma 3.31, we see the necessity of the ad- 
ditional condition Ek # 0 for k 5 zp in order to get an estimate for the devi- 
ation of v with respect to i_~. Fortunately, this condition is fulfilled in many 
applications (cf. for instance Mauduit and Sarkiizy [ 111). 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we give the precise statement and proof of our result. First let us 
introduce some definitions. Let q, b, m, d and f be defined as in Section 2, and let 
M(N) := {n < Nl f(n) =: b mod m} 
and C(N) := (M(N)(. S’ mce we have to consider subsets of M(N), whose ele- 
ments fulfill certain congruence relations, we write 
b’ := (b,,. ..,bp,P), 
ml’ := (ml,. . .,me,r), 
f’(n) := (h(n),... ,fi(n),n). 
Then we set 
M@,?(N) := {n < NI f*(n) G b’ mod m*} 
and CAN) := IWdWl. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that d = (1, , 1) and set 
QN(X) := 
1 
-l{n E M(N) (w(n) - 1oglogN 5 xd6glog??}I 
C(N) 
Then 
IQ&) - @@)I~ 
log log log N 
JiLgiGg 
holds uniformly for all real x and N 2 8. 
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Proof. Let wi(n) be the number of distinct prime divisors p of II with p < t, 
where t := exp(log A’/ log log log N). Following [I I], we replace the frequency 
QN (X) for the moment by the frequency LN (A’), which emerges from Qiy (X) by 
replacing w(n) by WI (n). Our first goal is to apply the model of Kubilius in form 
of Lemma 3.2. Let the a, of the model be the elements of M(N), set X = C(N) 
and q( V) = V-‘. With these notations the quantity S defined in the statement 
of Lemma 3.2 becomes (cf. [13, I, Kap. 1, Satz 3.11) 
&p%L 
pjrp - l 
logt+C?(l). 
Hence, the conditions of Lemma 3.2 allow z to be any power of N. In order to 
apply Lemma 3.2, it remains to show, that the sets Ek are non-empty up to a 
certain value of k. We will do this with help of Lemma 3.1. Hence, we have to 
estimate the remainder terms R(k). Using (3.1) we obtain 
C(N) R(k) = Co,k(N) - k. 
In order to estimate R(k) we use the representation 
Observing that C(N) = Co,, (N) we derive 
Let 
~={h=(1Z,,....hl,h)IOLh,i<mj(l <j<iJ), 1 <h<k-1}, 
then rearranging the last sum yields 
(4.1) 
Since 1 5 h 5 k - 1 and hence, k ]h, we can apply Lemma 2.2 to the last sum of 
(4.1) to obtain 
(4.2) \R(k)l < NX for k << N” 
with X as in Lemma 2.2. Set now 6 = min($$, $) and 
(4.3) z= N”. 
By (4.2) and (4.3) the conditions for the application of Lemma 3.1 are fulfilled. 
Since the trivial estimate X = C(N) < N holds, Lemma 3.1 yields, that Ek # 0 
fork 5 N’-A-76. Thus we have established all the conditions necessary for the 
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application of Lemma 3.2. For p 5 t let 
w, := 
I 
1 with probability p-’ 
0 with probability 1 --p-l ’ 
a collection of independent random variables. Lemma 3.2 now gives 
(4.4) 
where C’ indicates that the sum runs over all square-free k, whose prime fac- 
torsp havep < t. 
The estimate (4.4) holds for all t > 2 and for max(log tl S) < F. Direct cal- 
culations yield that the 
nE FV. 
Now we estimate the 
the choice of S we get 
first error term in (4.4) is 0 ((log log N)-“) for each 
second error term. Since IR(k)j < N” for k < NX by 
<< c ‘@k)N” << N9” + h 
k < r4 
= ‘(lo;:;N) 
This combined with (4.4) yields 
c W, 5 q,“~ + 1oglogN 
P’t 
= u((loglogN)-‘). 
Proving /LN(x) - @(x)1 << l/,/m, and finally 
IQdx, -@P(x)1 K 
log log log N 
$zgiig 
runs along the same lines as the last part of the proof of [ 11, Theorem 21 and 
makes use of the Berry-Esseen inequality (cf. [I, 81). This immediately shows 
our result. 0 
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